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Interconnecting related language resources

Repositories of related historical language data
usually exist independently:

digital libraries store source objects

language corpora maintain their textual content

electronic dictionaries provide linguistic context of individual
words/phrases

But how about:

inter-linking the repositories

using the content from the corpus and the electronic
dictionary to enhance digital library objects
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The resources used in the study

The Digital Library:

CBDU: The Digital Library of Polish and Poland-Related
Ephemeral Prints from the 16th, 17th and 18th Centuries

a thematic digital library of approx. 2,000 Polish and
Poland-related pre-press documents

dated between 1501 and 1729

managed by EPrints

planned to contain rich metadata (historical comments,
glossaries of foreign interjections, explanations of background
details and relations between library objects: translations,
adaptations, alterations of the base text, their sources etc.)

prints available only in image form (PDF files containing
scanned originals)

https://cbdu.ijp.pan.pl
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CBDU: Basic metadata
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CBDU: Extended metadata
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The resources used in the study

KORBA (Baroque) Corpus:

The Electronic Corpus of the 17th and 18th Century Polish
Texts (until 1772)

over 13M tokens

diachronic supplement to the National Corpus of Polish

rich structural annotation (e.g., the location of the search
phrase in the appropriate text page)

text annotation (e.g., tagging words from foreign languages)

0.5M subcorpus manually annotated with morphosyntactic
tags, then used as training data for a disambiguating tagger,
then used for automatic annotation of the whole corpus

https://korba.edu.pl
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KORBA corpus
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The resources used in the study

The Electronic Dictionary:

The Electronic Dictionary of the 17th–18th Century Polish

started to be published on paper in 1999

converted to electronic form in 2004 and further developed
online

currently 39k entries in various stages of development

77k grammatical forms in the entries (only confirmed
inflectional paradigms)

quotations transliterated from 1100 sources

http://sxvii.pl
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Electronic dictionary
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Resource linking: From corpus to dictionary
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Resource linking: From dictionary to corpus
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Resource linking: From dictionary to corpus
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Experiment 1: From corpus to digital library

Initially:

CBDU prints available only as graphical PDFs

unsuccessful attempts at dirty OCR

But:

several prints were transliterated to be included in the corpus

we could use this content to add the textual layer
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Experiment 1: From corpus to digital library

Conversion workflow:

1 Obtaining a dirty OCR of a print

2 Retrieval of corpus transliterations

3 Token alignment and fine-tuning

4 Token replacement and creation of a clean version of the print
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Experiment 1: From corpus to digital library

OCR quality for a sample page

Token
count

Actual number of textual tokens on the page 126
Number of tokens in dirty OCR 136
Number of properly OCR-ed tokens 22
Number of tokens in the corresponding corpus text 125
Number of correctly aligned tokens 124
Number of correctly transferred tokens 108
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Experiment 1: From corpus to digital library

Transfer errors caused by:

the quality of the source prints

noise in the source image
text bleeding through from the reverse page

overlap of regions and tokens
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Experiment 2: Dictionary annotation

The general idea:

linking from metadata is easy but inconvenient to use

manual linking requires an enormous amount of work

dictionary entries could be used

but some words are still understandable

so how about filtering them with the contemporary dictionary?
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Experiment 2: Dictionary annotation

Annotation workflow:

1 Filtering out modern vocabulary from e-SXVII
using PoliMorf dictionary

Subset of the e-SXVII vocabulary Entries

Meaningful dictionary entries 15 702
Lemmata present in the corpus 10 440
Lemmata older than 20th century 2 652
— with gerund correction 2 479

2 Creating dictionary annotations
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Experiment 2: Dictionary annotation
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Experiment 2: Dictionary annotation

Observations for a sample print
(29 entries in the manually created dictionary):

21 entries cannot be suggested:

14 entries are absent from e-SXVII
5 entries are multi-word
2 entries are stubs

3 entries are unexplained in the manual dictionary

4 entries can be found in the modern dictionary

one entry is valid to be suggested by our mechanism
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Conclusions

And future work:

the idea can be applied to digital libraries using other layered
representation formats such as DjVu

the proposed tools can be replaced

linking individual content objects with external resources is
independent from any technical solution used for digital library
management

was it worth it? yes! digital libraries play the central role
in linguistic research!
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